For patients with COVID-19 at YNHHS where the COVID-19 Resuscitation Policy is being invoked to change code status:

Please refer to YNHHS Resuscitation Protocol for the COVID-19 Pandemic for questions about the policy

1) Enter Epic order for No Code/DNR/No ACLS

2) If the decision to change code status was not made with the patient or patient’s representative, select “No – Based on YNHHS Resuscitation COVID Policy”

3) Enter the full name of the 2nd Attending physician with whom the case was reviewed, and who is in agreement with the change in code status.

4) Enter the name of the primary attending verifying the change in code status in the “Code Status Verified with Attending” box.

5) Sign order after completing remaining required fields. Once signed, opening the code status order will display the names of both attendings verifying the change in code status. This can also be identified when reviewing the Code Status History in Epic.